am ble
territory winners announced late
last year: Chris Carmody (ACT), Jess
Olivieri and Hayley Forward (NSW),
Min Wong (NT), Daniel McKewen
(QLD), Heidi Kenyon (SA), Henri
Pippin – Mish Meijers and Tricky
Walsh (TAS), Susan Jacobs (VIC),
and Andrew Varano (WA). Each
winner is selected on the strength
of a body of work, and receives $10
worth of travel, $4k for a
community project, and $4k to
spend as they wish.

Sound signal
broadcast (on-air and online) radio
Kunstradio. All responding to the
same visual image, through sound
The Transmuted Signal and curated
by Colin Black, features Philip
Samartzis, Cat Hope, Colin Black,
Nigel Helyer, Lizzie Pogson, Melanie
broadcast dates are 3 and 10 March:

High Noon
which brings together photography by Derek

Fair ground
It’s been a busy past few months for
Adelaide gallerist Paul Greenaway,

2006 for Sydney-based fashion magazine Russh, and the pair have since

Singapore. In Singapore, late January,

release (1000 copies) printed by Pearce Press. www.darknessofnoon.com The

Berlin-based and roving project space

Photographer Martyn Thompson, whose monograph Interiors was the subject

Nasim Nasr. At the 5th India Art Fair,
early February, Greenaway was one
of three Australian gallerists (with
Kate Barber and Vikki McInnes from
Gallery Sarah Scout), and showed
and Hossein Valamanesh, all three

for

reinterpret Henderson’s black-and-white photographs

Falling in Love at
Art, Chicago.

The Australian Sydney/London-based experimental rock band PVT, formerly
known as Pivot, display their fauvist tendencies with the cover art for their
latest release, Homosapien, through Create/Control record label, launched in

art fair phenomenon reaches Hong
wide-ranging with works at Hong

graduate of New York University who shows with New York’s Robert Fontaine

galleries priced from $1k to $100k
(fortunately, only 25% are over
$75k!). 15 to 17 March at the Hong

weeks for references for the artwork: classical Greek sculpture, Brutalist
architecture, Aztec burial masks; when we came across Winston Chmielinski’s

hongkong

human form.’
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seemed to encapsulate all of the things we were looking for to visually
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Errata:
Apologies to Heather Kepski, wrongly
for Adam Geczy’s review of Sydney’s 2012
Armory show,
(‘Digging Deep’,
AMA No. 254, October, pp. 30-32). Apologies
also for some factual errors in our
have indicated Chopra’s performance took
place in Bay 19 of Carriageworks’ Public
Space (not its Performance Space); and

David Coe
(1954 – 2013)
The artworld also mourns the recent death of entrepreneur
extraordinaire David Coe, best known as the founder of investment
to Europe to research a Masters on poet Paul Celan before returning
home to pursue a successful career in law and business. On the back of

Carriageworks of 5,500 instead of the 300-

the Museum of Contemporary Art (Australia), Sydney from 2001-08,

63). Although Pani studied in Bhubaneswar,
Odisha (north-eastern India), he is not in fact
from Bhubaneswar, but from Bhadrak, also in
Odisha. Also, one of his

was also a discerning collector of leading modernist/contemporary

not ‘cheap “tribal”-printed fabrics’ as my
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